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Flexible and dynamic

Creating the future of media
Programmatic DOOH 

A new method of planning and booking DOOH campaigns: From January 2021 on we offer the option to  
programmatically book, plan, optimise and complete your DOOH campaign in real time. Target group defined 
planning and display with clear performance records can now also be booked, as well as the already proven 
loop-based booking form. Flexible planning using time and location based targeting simplify accurate display 
of your campaign. Automated access to our inventory gives you full transparency and the option to influence* 
your advertisement. 

Programmatic DOOH offers you a way to boost reach, relevant touchpoints to establish your message, maximal 
flexibility and dynamic advertising. 

Key facts 

–  > 500 Screens across Switzerland**

– > 13 mil. contacts / week**

– Bookable settings: street / pedestrian zones, Convenience, shopping malls, airport

– Channel overlapping targeting by location, time, packages inter alia

– Impression based CMP-Pricing by screen categories

*Amount of influence depends on deal type

**The number of screens and contacts may vary due to the expansion of our network
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1.1) Briefing

1.  How to start Programmatic DOOH? 

Send the campaign briefing to pdooh@clearchannelch.atlassian.net or your direct contact at Clear Channel 
Switzerland with the following details:

Customer:                                    

Agency:    if available

Campaign / brand name:                                   

Time span:                                    

Advertising medium / channel:                                  

Geo-Targeting:                                     

Time-Targeting:                                     

Impressions:    Your requested number of impressions  (if available)

Budget:    Your budget

1.2) Availability check and Deal-IDs 

After Clear Channel Switzerland has checked the availability, an offer based on your campaign briefing, 
including impressions, Cost per Thousand (CPM) and further information, will be sent to you within one working 
day. 

In urgent cases, this information can also be provided earlier. Once the offer has been accepted, Clear Channel 
Switzerland will provide individual or several Deal IDs. 

1.3) Setting up the campaign on the DSP-page 

Set up your campaign on the DSP-Page using the Deal ID*

Deal Types:

–  Guaranteed Fixed Rate (Private Deal, Programmatic Guaranteed): No Targeting via DSP;  
Targeting in agreement with Clear Channel (reserved ad slot)

–  Unreserved Fixed Rate (Preferred Deal, Programmatic Non-Guaranteed): Targeting (location and time) 
possible via DSP 

–  Private Auction (Private Marketplace, Invitation Only): Buyers previously selected;  
Targeting (location and time) possible via DSP.

*Clear Channel Switzerland uses the Supply Side Platform (SSP) Broadsign Reach. All relevant DSPs are connected to the SSP Broadsign 

Reach through interface. Please check in advance which booking type is supported by which DSP.

See Page 8

mailto:pdooh%40clearchannelch.atlassian.net?subject=
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1.4) Technical specification and uploading the creative

1.  How to start with Programmatic DOOH? 

The advertising medium must fulfill these criteria:

Resolution:   1080 x 1920 px (only portrait 9:16)

Spot length:   10sec or 15sec (without sound)

Animation:   10sec = still or moving picture; 15sec = still picure

The creatives must be uploaded to the DSP. The advertising medium will usually be uploaded within 2 hours.

1.5) Live 

The campaign is live. Depending on your deal type you can actively access and view your campaign  
performance.

The reporting is available in the DSP. 
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2.1) Your channels for Programmatic DOOH 

2.  What are the booking options and 
advantages of Programmatic DOOH? 

*The number of screens and contacts may vary due to the expansion of our network.

Medium Street Convenience Shopping Airport

Contacts per week* > 7 mil. > 2.9 mil. > 3.1 mil. > 300,000.

Number of screens* 148 217 121 7

Surroundings Highly frequented 
pedestrian zones & 
roads & crossroads

Outside highly frequen-
ted service stations

Inside highly frequented 
Malls

Check-in & baggage 
area

Coverage Across Switzerland Across Switzerland Across Switzerland Basel Airport

Medium format Portrait Portrait Portrait Portrait

Smallest booking unit
1 Screen 1 Screen 1 Mall 1 Screen

Shortest booking period
1 Playout 1 Playout 1 Playout 1 Playout
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2.2) Targeting-options

2.  What are the booking options and 
advantages of Programmatic DOOH? 

Targeting products

Audience Channel Location Time Packages

E15+ Street National Month Geofence

Convenience Municipality Week Geo Audience

Shopping Screen Day

Airport Language region Hour

Postcode

Canton

City

Agglomeration

Mall

2.3) Individual packages

Your USP: Single screen selection*

Whether planning is done through Geofencing, Geo 
Audience, surroundings, POI, geographic features etc.: 
Clear Channel Switzerland lets you book single 
screens, so you are not tied to a fixed network. Design 
your own package based on your requirements and 
desires. The advertisement is then only displayed on 
the screens you selected,** therefore waste coverage 
is reduced to a minimum. 

*The selection of individual or multiple screens is possible through the Channels “Street”, “Convenience” and “Airport”. The smallest 

bookable unit through the Channel “Shopping” is one mall including all the screens inside.

**A display on every screen selected can not be guaranteed.
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2.4) Individual selection and display 

2.  What are the booking options and 
advantages of Programmatic DOOH?

Your advantage: each screen with an individual subject 

Screen targeting developed: As well as chosing your customised screen package, you can also display a 
unique campaign related subject on each individual screen. The subjects will then be shown on the screen 
when and where you specify. For example, if the campaign has regional differences, then each network can be 
allocated a different subject. Or do you want to show a specific subject on each screen? No problem: We will 
display the advertisements so that your campaign idea can be realised.

O Subject A on selected screens

O Subject B on selected screens

O Subject C on selected screens

O Subject D on selected screens

O Subject E on selected screens

O Each screen shows an individual subject in the selected screen network

or
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2.5) Deal types

2. What are the booking options and 
advantages of Programmatic DOOH?

Private Auction 
(Private Marketplace,  
Invitation Only)

Unreserved Fixed Rate         
 (Preferred Deal)

Guaranteed Fixed Rate         
 (Private Deal, Programmatic 
Guaranteed)

Invitation Only
Non guaranteed volumes

Negotiated fixed price, One-to-one 
deals, non-guaranteed volumes

Fixed price, one-to-one deals
Guaranteed volumes

Targeting via DSP possible Targeting via DSP possible No Targeting via DSP, targeting in 
agreement with Clear Channel 
(reserved ad slot)

2.6) Connected and tested DSPs

DSP Multiplier 
Support DSP  

Creative 
Pre- 
Approval   

Programmatic Guaranteed & Fix Price Deal

Street Convenience Shopping Airport

Active Agent ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Splicky ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Displayce ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

theTradeDesk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

AdForm ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Scoota ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Verizon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Adomni ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

TABMO ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

Other relevant DSPs connected technically. Testing in progress

✔ Connected & tested

❖ Connected, testing in progress
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2.7) Your advantages

2. What are the booking options and 
advantages of Programmatic DOOH?  

1. 
Audience based –  
Specified contact number

2. 
Accurate advertising of 
campaigns

3. 
Flexible planning through 
screen and time units

4. 
Measurability and perfor-
mance record

5. 
Pricing according to
performance

6. 
Automated access to the 
inventory
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3.1) Overview of performance values

3.  How are performance values and CMPs calculated?  

The foundation for calculating the performance of a campaign is the reach research by SPR+. The research is 
based on analysis of streets and stations. The transport atlas, the Wegmodell, mobility data and SPR+ expert 
data are used to calculate the performance of a campaign. The Audience Factor (Eye Tracking) and Digital 
Attraction Multiplier are also used to calculate the advertisement contacts for DOOH, . 

Performance values are statistical data and are based on an average week and projected to a year using a 
statistical calculation. The calculated values show the average likelihood of contact with the advertising 
medium irrespective of the hourly, daily, weekly and monthly frequency. 

3.2) Impressions in DOOH

The term Impressions comes from the online world (One-to-One medium) and describes the one-on-one interac-
tion between a medium and a user, meaning display, delivery and contact of the advertising medium is with one 
person. DOOH is a One-to-Many medium. The contact of the advertising medium with the target group must be 
seen in a 1:n context. This means that you are not only addressing an individual with your advertisement, but 
you always reach a wide audience and therefore obtain high reach. 

Ad Impressions Online

Advertising medium reaches 1 person

Ad Impressions in DOOH

Advertising medium always reaches numerous people
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All prices in CHF based on weekly occupancy.  
*Ø CMP can vary depending on category mix, frequency of occupancy and number of screens.
**See targeting options limitation by Geo Targeting

Programmatic Guaranteed

Segment Street Convenience Shopping Airport

Category 3 to 11 2 1 1

Base price      

Ø CMP National  (weekly) 16.5* 16.1 5.8 x

Targeting surcharge      

Geo 
Targeting

Geography** in addition to the 
national CMP 

+5% +5% +5% CHF 6.1

Screen +25% +25% - CHF 7.3

Time 
Targeting

Day in addition to the 
national CMP & 
Geo Targeting

+30% +30% +30% +30%

Hour +75% +75% +75% +75%

4. How much does programmatic DOOH cost  
and what are the conditions?  

4.1)  Programmatic price list & booking information 2022

Programmatic Non-Guaranteed

Channel Street Convenience Shopping Airport

Base price for Programmatic Guaranteed incl. 
Targeting surcharge

+10% +10% +10% +10%

The calculation base for Programmatic Non-Guaranteed Deals is the Programmatic Guaranteed price list
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4. How much does programmatic DOOH cost  
and what are the conditions?  

4.2) CMP per screen category 

All prices in CHF based on weekly occupancy  

The number of screens and contacts may vary due to the expansion of our network
*Ø CMP  National can vary based on category mix and occupancy availability.

Channel Geo-Cluster
Category 

description
Category Ø CMP National (weekly)*

Display by … Impressions

Digital Street

Top 5 cities  
(based on inhabitants)

ZH Premium 11 19.6

ZH Centre 10 18.4

ZH Top 9 16.9

ZH Basic 8 16.2

Top City Centre 7 15.3

Top City Basic 6 14.5

Top 6-10 cities 
City Centre 5 12.8

City Basic 4 11.7

>Top 10 cities Couronne 3 11.3

Digital 
Convenience 
Network

Coop service stations 
across Switzerland

Convenience 2 16.1

Digital 
Shopping 
Media

Shopping Centres 
across Switzerland

Shopping Center 1 5.8

Airport Airport Basel Airport Basel 1 6.1
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4.  How much does programmatic DOOH cost  
and what are the conditions? 

4.3) Targeting options

Targeting Criteria Description

Target group E15+* Target group display is based on E15+

Geo Targeting

National

Selection of screens by location and channel 

Language Region

Canton

Agglomeration

Municipality

Postcode

City / Shopping

Screen
Selection of individual/multiple screens possible (with exception of Shop-
ping Channel: smallest unit - Mall)

Time Targeting

Day Selection of single/numerous days & weeks possible

Hour
Hourly time targeting with Playouts (e.g. 1 Playout 17:00 - 18:00); Selection of 
numerous hours possible (e.g. 09:00-10:00 + 19:00-20:00) 

Packages

Geofence
Targeting by refined Geo-Clusters, e.g «Zürich City Center», «Zürich City 
Extended»

Geo Audience
Geographically derived target groups, e.g. «Shoppers», «Commuters», 
«Youngsters»

*E15+ = Adults over 15 years of age 
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4.  How much does programmatic DOOH cost  
and what are the conditions?   

4.4) General information about Programmatic DOOH

Invoicing basis CMP based on advertising medium contacts E15+

Basis for perfor-
mance value 
calculation

Street: Basis is the reach calculated by SPR+

Convenience: Basis for the calculation of the presumed contacts is the till frequency and the 
average person contact 

Mall: Basis for the calculation of the presumed contacts is the visitor frequency

Airport: Basis for the calculation of the presumed contacts is the visitor frequency

Calculation:  
Programmatic 
Guaranteed

Impressions / contacts can only be guaranteed based on availability and depending on the time 
and location limitations. A linear display as well as occupancy of every screen can not be guaran-
teed (… number of screens >1)

Booking:  
Programmatic 
Non-Guaranteed

Impressions / contacts can generally not be guaranteed and can only be displayed based on 
occupancy. A linear display as well as occupancy of every screen can not be guaranteed.

SSP Broadsign Reach

DSP

Currently connected and tested DSPs: Splicky, Active Agent, Displayce, AdForm, theTradeDesk, 
Scoota, Verizon

Other relevant DSPs are connected. Testing in advance of Live-Campaigns is recommended

Which DSP supports which booking type must be checked in advance. 

Booking Regular campaigns: 5 working days

Channel

Street: portrait screens in highly frequented pedestrian zones, roads and crossroads. 10sec/15sec 
animated or still.

Convenience: portrait screens on the outside of highly frequented service stations; 10sec/15sec 
animated or still.

Mall: portrait screens in highly frequented malls; 10s animated

Airport: portrait screens in the Check-In and baggage areas at Basel Airport; 10s animated

Advertising 
medium

The general exclusion criteria for adertising in public apply.

Advertisement production according to the  technical information.

Targeting 

surcharge
Surcharge according to the price list. Surcharge for Fix Price Deals / Preferred Deals of +10% is 
added to the base price and the individual targeting surcharges. 

Technische Daten

Production/
Specification You can find the technical information to download here: Link

https://www.clearchannel.ch/uploads/files/Angebot/PDF/Preise-Spezifikation-Produkte/201023_Broschure_Plakatgestaltung_2020_2021_d.pdf
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5.  How to design an ideal advertisement    
and are the accepted formats?   

5.1) Tips to design an ideal advertising subject

General

We currently have portrait screens with 1.080 x 1.920 px resolution in our portfolio. Depending on the surround-
ings, only 10sec (moving or still image) or 15sec (still image) subjects can be displayed on the screens.

Please be aware that our screens are mainly placed in public spaces and the design of the advertisement 
should be tailored to fit in to this environment. 

Moving image (10sec) and still image (10sec and 15sec) 

– Key information  (Headline, URL, Logo) as large as possible  

– Limit to essential content for optimal perception

– Use clear imagery and little text (70 % image  / 30 % text) 

– A URL is the easiest contact information to remember

Features moving image: 

– Originator information should be permanently visible

–  Due to the situation in areas where people are on the go, the transitions and animations should not be  
too quick.
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5.  How to design an ideal advertisement    
and are the accepted formats? 

5.2) Resolution

5.3) Layout

1080 x 1920 pixels

✔
< 1080 x 1920 pixels

✖

Portrait 9:16

✔

Landscape 16:9

Currently not in the portfolio

✖


